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To understand how tho oochloa analyzes and ^esnonds 

to complex sound stir.mll, it is desirable to know what kind 

of nossago individual norvo fibors carry from the oar to 

the central nervous system* In V)k2»  Galambos and Davis 

(9) recorded oloetric responses of single ganglion colls 

in tho c^hlear nucleus, v/hich thoy onco bollovod to bo 

from single auditory ncrvo fibors• Those rocponoos, re- 

corded fron tho secondary neurons In tho auditory oysters, 

indicate that oach olonont responds to a tone of a particu- 

lar frequency with a particularly high sensitivity. 

Galanbos (G) al3o described an inhibitory interaction be- 

tween the rouDonaos to two different sound stinuli in tho 

cochloa nucleus. It is therefore possiblo that the 

selective response of oach element at this level of tho 

auditory system to a particular froquoncy could be largoly 

duo to aono complicated interaction among nervo impulses 
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arriving at the eoohlear nucleus over a large number of 

primary auditory nerya fiber*» 

Qu&te r*5s»on tly, it has been shown in this Institute 

0L9»20) that the basal turn of the? guinea pig oooblea 

responds to praotioally all frequencies in the audible 

rang** while the upper psrts of the oochlea respond only 

to sounds of low frvqusneies* 2fcr the method of differential 

recording of the miorophonlo response across the ooohlear 

partition* it #&a shown that* when the response of th» upper 

part of the oooblea (to low-frequency sounds) had be«n 

eliminated by c looal injection of an isotonio KCl 

solution, there were still good normal responsee in the 

basal turn* both n&orophonloa and nerve action potentials* 

These results exclude any sh&?p 2-s^alisatlon of vibratory 

motion in the eooblea« 

The "resonance curve" obtained by BeWsy (3)* which, 

correlates mechanical displacement of the ooohlear parti* 

tion of the dead human and animal ears with place in the 

r»»' • ' • "—    —•       " i .• •• ' t » »—i -»,. -r 
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ooohlea at various frequencies, Is not very sharp. Stove*. 

theless the largo microphonio end nerve notion potential* 

Induced by low frequenoy sound m the basal turn still 

seem difficult to rooonoile with Befceeyts curves, whloh 

show a fairly rapid decay in amplitude of vibration toward 

the basal turn. More direot information as to the nerve 

impulses in the primary auditory neurons seemed to offer 

a solution of this difficulty. 

The discovery of submlcroscopio microelectrodes by 

Ling and Gerard (12) and by Nastuk and Hodgkin (13) opened 

up the possibility of recording single-fiber responses from 

small nerve fibers in anatomically restricted positions 

in the body. The possibility and the difficulties of 

recording resting and action potentials from nerve fibers 

has recently been discussed by Woodbury (2k)  and by Tasald 

(19). With these intra-cellular electrodes pushed into the 

myelin sheath or the axis-cylinder, it 1. possible to record 

•«•  .Si.  -HE'""' "' •. »—— «—,.4i » » «' g' f rrr-fr- 
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large action potentials which often amount to 30 mV. 

Actually the attempt to record such single fiber 

responses from the auditory nerve turned out to be 

successful* The results obtained indioated that the nerve 

fibers arising in the basal turn reapond to all the fre- 

quencies examined (between £00 and 10,000 ops) at sound 

levels of about 50 db above 0*0002 nlorobar» Unlike teas 

cell-body responses from ths ooahlear nucleus, none of 

the spontaneous discharges observed In these primary 

p 

sensory neurons wore ever inhibited by sound stimulation* 

The synopsis of this work was presented in the 

Spring Meeting of the American Physiological Society 

in 1953 (20). 

I 
i 
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METHODS 

Surpical operation* Guinea pics were anaesthetised 

with Dial in ure thane (0*5» ecu/kg* body weight)* An 

incision was made through the skin along the mas so tor 

muscle* After ligating the external jugular vein both the 

masseter muscle and the mandible were out across in the 

mldd&e* and the posterior half of the mandible was removed* 

By lifting the posterior part of the masseter muscle, the 

bulla was then exposed* Hoxt all the tissues around the 

styloid process were carefully separated from the surface 

of the bone and the process was out across, with a dental 

drill, as close to its base as possible* After cleaning 

the surface of the bulla a large opening was made in the 

bulla to expose the cochlea, the ossicles and the tympanic 

membrane* 

Then, with a small dental drill (size 1/2). a small 

hole approximately 1 mm* in diameter was made toward the 

modiolus through the thick bone bounded by the soala 

tympani of the cochlea, the vestibule and the cerebral 

cavity* Tliis hole was started on the edge of tfre bulla 

at the point approximately 3*S> mm« away from the round 

window* and at the depth of approximately 2 n»a& it reached 

the modiolus* The histologlcal specimen shown in Fig« 1 

| "hows the position and the direction of the hole* The 

surface of the acoustic nerve was then cleaned with a 

sharp needle and forceps* All these operations were duu» 

-      • 4- *> *' - • T   «W"  .   _•   . If"        ,„ 
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under a dissecting binocular microscope or about 10 x* 

Accumulation of cerbro-spinal fluid In the hole was 

slow, except when there wait a direct eoamunloatlon between 

thlB hole *nd seala tympani of the cerebral cavity. When 

the direction of the hole was suoh that perforation was 

first made in the wall of the cerebral cavity, the animal 

was discarded* A direot communication between the hole 

and the seala tyapani did not cause any appreciable loss 

In the response of the acoustic nerve; but, because of 

rapid accumulation of perilymph in tho hole« insertion of 

the ntioroeleetrode into the nerve fibers was considerably 

V. 

i 
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more difficult in animals with suoh a oonnunioation* 

The head of the animal was fixed to a table provided 

with three holders made from strong forceps* One holder 

was used to clamp the sygomatlo arch, the second holder 

applied to the edge of tho bulls near the attachment of 

the eardnm and the third held the upper inolssor teeth* 

If the animal was too active at this stage an additional 

does of 0,03 to 0.05 eo. of Dial was injected intra- 

perltoneally*  A proper dose of anaesthetic and frequent 

heating of tho animal (to avoid shivering at room tempera* 

ture) made the animal quiet enough to permit observation 

of single fiber responses with microoleotrodes* Thd 

external auditory noatua was generally closed with a 

piae* of pXe3>i«?:i%«r»d the sound stimuli were applied 

fc:?ouga ttw .otwiftng l&i the bulls* 

$* ~''"": T*znr^ **r"*—'1—7'.' 
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Electro~acoustlc equipment* Sound stimuli used WOP© 

(1) clicks* (2) ton© pips, (3) pup© sinusoidal waves of 

various frequencies* and in some cases (It) sinusoidal, waves 

I which wore modulated in both frsqu^ney and intensity*? 

Clicks were obtained by applying a roetangulap voltage 

pulse to an Atlas PM-23J loudspeaker to whioh a garden hose 

of approximately 175 em. was attached* Tone pips (short 

bursts of sound waves) w«re obtained in two ways* Sons* 

times they were obtained by passing the rectangular voltage 

puloo through two sfcfc* of electric resonant circuits of 

the desired frequency (see Davis, Silvcpman and ".'oAuliffe 

(6))0 Sometimes pips wore obtained by passing a pure 

sinusoidal wave from an oscillator through an electronic 

gate designed by Mr,, J# Ilind (11) and constructed by MP* 

It* Ludwig*  The pure tones were obtained from a boat- 

frequency oscillator (General Radio 1301^-A or 913-C). 

In order to make it possible to test the effects of 

several different frequencies in a short time, the frequency 

of a boat-fpequenoy oscillator was changed slowly by 

changing the capacity of the condensep in one of tho 

radio-frequency resonant circuits of the oscillator* The 

rate of this change was controlled by a motor rotating the 

plates of the variable condenser* The output of the 

oscillator was led to the electronic cate which increased 

the amplitude of the output from the oscillator along an 

exponential time course* The duration of the bursts of 

; 
. 
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sound and th» interval botween those !fe*»latlvely long pips 

wore also controlled by the gate* The transducer usad fop 

this type of aooustlc stimulation was in most eases Signa- 

ture (Lansing D»l7f>), which has a no rely flat response be* 

tween £00 and 10-000 ops* The horn of the transducer was 

directed toward the opening of the bulla at a distance of 

approximately $0 on* from the animal* 

To measure tho approximate intensity of the stimuli 

a dynamic microphone (7/estern Electric 33A) was placed 

I. near the ear of the animal* 

Recording electrodes and equipment* Kloroeloctrodea 

used for recording single fiber responses were made of 

glass capillaries having a diameter of 1/3 to l/k u *t the 

tip* The rate of increase in diameter with distance from 

the tip was between 1/8 and l/lO** The capillary was 

*This eleotron»mioroaeopio measurement was done with the 
help of Dr. is* Dempeey of the Department of Anatomy* 
Washington University* to whom I wish to express my 
gratitude* 

filled with a three-molar KC1 solution* Electrodes ware 

selected which showed a DC-rosistance of between 20 and 
I 

1(0 MO* The glass capillary was held with a luoite holder 

and a fine silver wire (0*1 mm* in diameter) connected the 

capillary to the input of a oathode-follower preamplifier* 

The output of this preamplifier was amplified with a oon*» 

denser-oouplod amplifier (areas). The resting potential 

of the acoustic nerve fibers was usually not measured* 

jHt*"' *-'—•' "•" ' ••    •'•••"B» t:'+ *•' BT" £—**• -M.i •**arf±*  w » {—** 
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Whan recordings of the cochlear mlorophonio and whole- 

nerve action potentials were needed* nlohrome-steel vires 

of about 20 u diamotor wore inserted into various turns 

of the ooohloa and, by tho method described earlier (21)9 

the various potentials w-rs separated from one another and 

were recorded simultaneously with independent oathode»ray 

oscillographae 

.* 
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RESULTS 

1* p3B relationship between tfas sound intensity and 

the mlorophonlo responses* Two pairs of nichroma-steel 

wire electrodes were inserted into the ooohlea* one pair 

in the basal turn and the other in the third turn* The 

ndorophonie responses from the first and third turns of 

the ooohlea and the sound wave picked by the microphone 

near the head of the animal were recorded simultaneously* 

An example of the records obtained by tills method is 

shown in Fig* 2* The intensity of the sound field ras 

adjusted at eaoh frequency, to {jive a constant voltage 

across the oochlear partition in the basal turn* As described 

in an earlier paper (21)* the response of the third turn 

deoreased rapidly as the frequency went up from 500 to 

2000 ops* The phase differences between the responses from 

the too turns in these records agree also with the results 

described earlier* the difference at £00 ops* being 

approximately tr/Z  and at 1000 eps. olose to TT* The level 

£ „p,. „•«#«•»•'• ;V...  — • —.• A t .!» * ''' \—*** -*r 
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of the eound pressure necessary to produce a constant 

miorophonic potential in tho baaal turn depended only 

slightly upon the frequenoy* At 8000 ops, it was about 

10 db bolow that at £00 cpB„ in the range of sound in- 

tensity employed* the ralcrophonlo potential increased 

linearly vith Increasing sound intensity* 

The difference in the sound levels at high and low 

frequencies necessary to produce a constant voltage in 

the basal turn varied greatly with the amount of fluid 

accumulated around tho e&rdrum© Gradual outflow of peri- 

lymph through the four 25 /t holes raad© In the cochlea foj» 

the nichrome-steel electrodes moistened the inner surface 

of the tympanic membrane* This increased the sound level 

required* particularly at low frequanoles* Moreover the 

resonances and anti-resoriancss in the buiia and also in 

the closed external auditory canal mate accurate comparison 

of sound level with the microphonlc response at different 

frequencies very difficult© 

! !l 
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2. The shape of single fiber responses* The time-course 

of the oingle-fIber responses recorded irlth microelectrodsa 

from the auditory nerve  of the guinea pig was not very 

different from those obtained by the same method rroa the 

R" peripheral nerve of the frog (19 )• The rising phase of 

the internally recorded action potential was extremely 

sharp and the falling phase was of the order of 0»5> msec* 

(Because of the distortion of the recorded potential by 

the'oapacltative current flow through the thin glass wall 

of the microeleetrode* the exact time course of the action 

potential is not revealed by this methods) The peak value 

of the observed spike potential was generally between one 

and 10 mV. Sometimes* due to the eapacity of the glass 

wall and the myelin sheath* the falling phase of the 

positive splice potential was followed by a slljgit negativity* 

Oia many occasions single-fiber responses were observed 

boforo the start of the resting potential (see Records G 

and t") in Fig* 3)« This fact, together with the "notches" 

4. 
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which often appeared on or near the top of the observed 

action potential (see the records in the middle column of 

i 
P1.E» l±)9  indicates that the microelectrode is aotually in 

one of the rryellnated fibers in the modlolus* In the frog 

motor nerve fiber these notches derive from delayed oon-» 

auction between the nodes of Ranvier on the two ends of 

the internode punctured with the microelectrode (19)• It 

was also mentioned in the earlier paper that a thin film 

of myelin, which sometinea covers the tip of the micro* * 

electrode, is capable of aust&ining the resting potential 

across it, while the rapid voltage change during activity 

passes through this oapacs.tative membrane* In several 

oases the ''thin film of myelin" apparently disappeared 

temporarily after the ond  of a spike potential (see 

Record 0 in Pig, 3 and records in the right column of 

Fig* £j.)8 A resting p~-«;ential appeared immediately following 

a response and then gradually returned within less than 

a second* 

f 
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The size and the chaps of the spike potential changed 

i 

appreciably from fiber to fiber* and also frost time to 

time in one fiber; but the changes in a given fiber usually 

•i 

progressed very slowly except when a sudden movement of 

the animal cased a sudden jump of the oscillograph line* 

As long as the base line of the oscillograph stays qulot» 

r 
we can be sure that the raicroelectrode is still recording 

potentials from the same fiber* 

3* Spontaneous discharges» In all the experiments 

described in this paper mioroeleotrodes were pushed into 

the acoustic nerve while the sound stimuli (in most cases 

tone pips of relatively long duration) were being applied 

to the ear* It was found by this teohnique that there are 

in the Eighth nerva quite a number of fibers in which the 

impulse discharge cannot be modified by sound stimuli• 

These spontaneous discharges can be classified into the 

following throe typest 

(1) Regular spontaneous discharge. 

f 

4^ 
*> tr*    ' r 

• m •-!»»*• * ' — • i a   * 
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(2) Irregular spontaneous discharge* and 

(3) Injury discharge* 

The frequency of regular spontaneous discharges was 

generally between 30 and £0 par sec* (Pig* 3* A)<# The 

Internal between impulses was more constant when the fre* 

quenoy was higher* This type of spontaneous discharge 

was slightly lass common than the irregular type* 

In irregular spontaneous dischargee* the interval 

between the aucoeosive impulses in one fiber* varied often 

from 1 to 1{.0 msec* The total number of impulses discharged 

in a second varied from 10 up to almost 100,. The dis« 

charge was arbitrarily considered irregular if there was 

a masclmura variation of as much as 3 to 1 in the intervals 

between impulses* For frsqtiencies of discharge less than 

30 per sec«e the division between regular and irregular 

discharges was not clear* 

Record P in Pig* 3 is en example of a high~frequenoy 

irregular discharge* The shortest intervals between 

•— lM»i.«. ...—*—^-—< am l '_*  » * \ *"•• * 
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impulses ore about 1 mseo* Sinoe the absolutely refractory 

period of a nervs fiber la approximately equal to the 

spike-duration (2, 18) a spike should end always before 

the start of the next spike, but because of the capacity 

across the vail of the glass capillary ir&eroelectrode, which 

lengthens the felling phase of the recorded potential* two 

spikes following closely one after another give a false 

impression of a summation of two spikes* 

An injury discharge is initiated by the appearance of 

a resting potential in the mioroelectrode* The froquenoy 

at the beginning of the injury discharge may be as high as 

300 per sec or slightly more* but it generally dies away 

fairly rapidly* This type of discharge usually ceases 

before its frequency falls below 100 per seo* In fibers 

in which a low»fi?oquenoy spontaneous discharge was reoorded 

before the appearance of a resting potential short bursts 

of (injury) dischargee often occurred periodically* 

apparently following the arrival of eaoh (afferent) impulsa 

If ' * '- ' " '"   '"     *" "• ' '..,ft » ' * «« wr-'f -*rrrA—»f 
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at the site of the injury by the mioroeleotrode* 

In Fig# 3G, some of the apiksa following the appear- 

ance of the resting potential are probably those induced 

by the injury current, but it is difficult to tell exaotly 

how many of then are due to injury in this case* In Fig* 

3D* the spikes induced by injury are slightly larger than 

the spontaneous impulses recorded bafore the beginning of 

the resting potential* Figure 3E shows the progressive 

change in the size and in the shape of the rising phase of 

the splices induced by injury* During tho brief oessation 

of discharge in this record, small elevations are seen 

which suggest non-propagated responses at the node of 

Ranvler close to the injured spot* Since, however, a micro- 

electrode can pick up action potentials siaraitaneously 

from two different fibers in one nerve trunk (19)» the 

possibility that those elevations &>:•© duo to impulses in a 

neighboring fiber can not be axelud«d0 

i m _,«*v' "" ••"'» "* *" ''••     """"-.H r * e »«'•»*• j 
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The phys.lologioal significance of the spontaneous 

discharges is not clear* It la not possible to distinguish 

between afferent and efferent impulses by looking at our 

oseillograraB* Spontaneous discharges or impulses wers 

observed in all the animals examined* Wo identify these 

impulses as "spontaneous" and not due to injury because 

they appeared without the appearance of a (DC) resting 

potential* 

It is my Impression uhat most of tho non*auditory 

nerve fibers that oarry spontaneous impulses a*»e located 

in a compact bundle* When the mlcrooleotrode is pushed 

into a particular region in the nerve* the noise level of 

the oscillograph line goes up and spontaneous discharges 

which can not be modified by sounds ere recorded from 

many fibers in this locality* It seems lilcely that the 

microelecbrode was pushed into tho vostibular branch of 

the Eighth nerve in those oases* It is also possible that 

4^ I. m _JJ»H> «*•"" i» •"  ;"i«" »• 
• — •- St • 
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these fibers belong to the (efferent?) bundle of Rasmussen 

(li}.)# which is known to .survive ths degeneration, of the 

afferent fibers which occurs after e^osure of the ear to 

loud sounds0 

Spontaneous discharges war© present also in auditory 

nerve fibers which did respond to sound stimuli, Moat of 

chess afferent fibers showed only occasional spontaneous 

impulses, but in some fibers there were many* In those 

fibers with a high-frequency spontaneous discharge* the 

©ffoct of an applied sound *as often partly obscured by th© 

background activity,, but throughout the en tiro course of 

the present experiments spontaneous discharges of impulses 

were naver inhibited by applied sound stimuli* This is 

one of the important differences between the pr-inary and 

secondary neurons in the auditory system* 

h*  Responses to short tone pips* A low-frequency 

tone pip is the beat stimulus for eliciting afferent 

impulses in the auditory nsi"/e (22)* It can excite any 

Hill   ^ 1.810 i "'• '. •'   '• •    i' t £* ** £H—mr* 
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acoustic nerve fiber if it is strong enough* In response 

to a 500 ops* tone pip two or three impulses usually 

appeared at the expeoted interval of approximately 2 msee* 

Three examples are presented in Pig, k*    In these experi- 

ments the Kdcrophonio responses of the basal turn and action 

potentials of the wh ie nerve wore rooorded simultaneously 

Kith the single-fiber responses. 

The miorophonio and the whole-nerve responses always 

showed a relatively stable ecnulguration* Especially at 

high sound intensities most of the response*? to those 

pips* repeated at a rate of 6 to 3 per seo»* looked so 

similar that only one example of each is presented in the 

figure* Single fiber responses showed* on the contrary* 

enormous variations in latency and in the effectiveness of 

the stimuluss In most cases single-fiber spikes tended to 

appear at or slightly after the peaks of the whole-nervo 

responses* but very often they failed to appear at all at 

. 

til 
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the expected moments*    Fuz»thartioret when the sound intensity 

was not very high single«»flber responses appeared only one* 

In response to every two or throe pips* 

Si:aeo all the fibers axsunlried ivoa?# found to show thes© 

erratic responses to a given ton© pip* it is clear' that 

tho size of a -ivhol© nerva response is determined primarily 

by the 2£2kSfei^^M °^ tixo auditory nerve fibers responding 

to each cycle of the sound \srave«    The difference in latency 

among different fibers* however* complicates this kind of 

argument» 

With 1000 cps ton© pips 3lnirle»flber responses also 

shewed a definite tendency to appeal* at the frequency of 

the applied sound waves*    Here again many of single fiber 

spikes we*»® seen to start at tha peak or in the falling 

phase of each v/hole»norve response•    The probability of 

obtaining a spike at this moment increased direotly with 

the si so of the observed srhols-nerve resoons®*    It has been 

shewn previously (f?)  that at this frequency the whoie»norve 

.. 

X m    <   >   «•"  ma 
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responses tend to appear at the frequency of the applied 

sound* 

Strong high-frequency tone pips are adequate for 

measuring the time interval between the start of the micro- 

phonie response and the start of the whole*n©rve response 

(5>»10)« With strong 6000 ops* tone pips, it was found that 

the latency of single-fiber responses was not constant but 

varied considerably from pip to pip (pips repeated at a 

rate of 7 to 8 per sec.)* A fiber which has responded to 

a pip with double spikes at a relatively short latency may 

respond to the next pip of the same intonsity with a 

single spike at a long latency or even with no spike at 

all (Fig* 5)* The whole-nerve responses* which were re- 

corded with a pair of small metal wire electrodes inserted 

in the basal turn, showed praotioally no fluctuation of 

amplitude or latency at this intensity* 

The time interval between the start of the mlorophonio 

response and the earliest single-fiber response measured 

_,«•• - *•"• ••—•«- '-*•>•* i iy»"*) i—+rr~* 
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j with strong 8000 ops» ton© pipe varied among different 

floors from 1«1 to 13 rasec* The latency for the peak of 

tb» srhoie nerve response at this sound level was very olose 

to 1 ciaee* (see Goldstein (9))* 

At 8000 ops» it is iBiposaible for Individual fibers 

to follow the freqiumcy of the applied so\and besause of 

the refractoriness of the fibers* It is known that such 

a high-frequency pip induces generally two» sometimes three, 

v/hole-norve spikes approximately 1 msec apart {$)  (se© 

Flgss- £ and 6)» Single-fiber responses wore found to show* 

aa in the case of low-frequency tone pips$ a tendency to 

appear at the peak or in the falling phase of the whole- 

nervo spikes, Tha variability in the latency vmss however^ 

far greater* with these hi gh-frequency pips than with Xow- 

freiuevficy pips 3 this accounts for the fact that a whole* 

norvo weapons© to an 8000 cps* pip shows less steep rising 

and falling phases than e roaponse to a 500 cps» pip» 

The second peak in the «?hole«nerve rosponaa to an 8000 
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ops* t.-ne pip ie called the "Kg^response*" and has often 

bee* attributed to the secondary neurone in the eoehloar 

r.tjleus* But she primary neurons in the auditory system 

tend to respond to an 8000 ops*pip with double* sometimes 

triple* spiktssf and our records ahow a parallelism between 

the s:.se of .;he Ng-reaponse from the whole norve and the 

probability of obtaining dotble responses from single 

fibers, In the experiment of Pig* £» for example* the 

Njj-reaponse was imall* and double responses were observed 

in only five ce.sea out of 17 successive stimulations* 

(Note also the variation in the latency of the second 

spike*)  In the example of Pig* 6* the Ng-rssponse was 

large and repetitive discharges wore very frequently observed* 

The major portion of the Ng-response therefore seems to 

represent tho repetitive responses in the primary nenrons, 

and not responses in the secondary neurons* 

A few records were mads of single-fiber responses to 

1 I olioks* The loudspeaker used for this purpose (Atlao 

I • HP     j||j>l»i 
**> -— 
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PM»23> coupled to 175 oou of cardan hoae)  showed a sharp 

resonance at; approximately 8000 eps*    The shortest latency- 
•. 

of the singl©»fib*<i!r responses to this cliok did not seem 

to differ from that to an Q0Q0 ope pip* 

5»« Resoonse to pure tonea» On the Individual eell«=» 

bodies in the coehlear nucleus9 Oalnniboa and Davis (95 

inTestieated the phase relation between the sound wave and 

the responses of singlo elements* We have niacia similar 

observations on. individual coohloar nerve fibers at several 

different frequencies* Two examples of ths records obtained 

at 1000 opa« are presented in Pig* ?• 

In those experiments the sound wave [picked up with a 

dynamic microphone) and the £ingle«flber responaoa :?©r® 

recorded si ultaneoualy with two oscillographs* The 

oscillograph lines were trlt^ered by the output of the 

audio«cs dilator driving b\x&  loudspeakers thus giving a 

standing picuture of tve or threa full syoles of the 

sound wave on the oaclllocraph screan<* The intensity of 
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the sound was approximately I4.0 to 55 db above the normal 

V human threshold* The mlcroelestrode was pushed Into the 

auditory nerve while the sound wave was being applied through 

the opening of the bulls of the animal* 

For frequencies lower than 2000 ops it was possible 

to record single fiber responses which tended to appear at 

approximately the same point in the oycles of the stimu- 

lating sound* In other words* the interval between these 

spikes showed a tendency to be come integral multiple of 

the period of the applied sound wave* Thsre were also 

many cases in which this tendency was not clear at all* 

In such casss the mioroeleotrode was probably pushed into 

non-auditory nerve fibers or* in some other oases* spontaneous 

afferent- impulses may have masked the Impulses induced by 

the sound stimuli* 

For consideration of the initiation of nerve impulses 

in the cochlea the relationship between the phase of the 

eofj'nlear microphonic and the start of the single»fiber 

? 
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spikes ia ins>ortant* Thla vras investigated by recording 

tho mlerophonie responses of the baaal turn together with 

the slngle-fiber responseso The stinuli were not simple 

sinusoidal waves? instead the&r amplitude was slowly in- 

creased by moans of the* electronic gate* This was done to 

increase the probability of getting a response in one 

cycle by avoiding adaptation (which progressively decreases 

this probability during the action of & continuous sound 

wave)* The sweep of the oscillograph beams was triggered 

by the output of the &udio*©8oill&to.a? ahead of fche amplitude 

modulation by the gats# giving on the scraens of the 

oseillcgraphs a standing sinusoidal wave of slowly in» 

creasing amplitude* In oi»der to separate the individual 

sweeps, the figures on ths screen ?:i)?9  photographed with 

a running filra* 

At a frequency of about ?$Q  cps singXe*fibe<i» spikea 

appeared in all of the si:s cases examined toward ths end 

of the negative phase of the mlcrcphonie wave {!*©* the 

•i -i sgm  . - v 

ai 
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potential of the fluid in aoala veatlbuli of the baoal turn 

was lower than that in aoala tympani)* In other words* 

single-fiber spikes recorded at the position of the hole 

in Fig* 1 tended to appear during the period between *v/l\. 

and sero of the sinusoid of the mierophonie wave recorded 

from aoala veatlbuli* The start of the spikes dependod 

slightly on the intensity of the sound; higher the in- 

tensity the shorter was the latency* But this Shift by a 

graudal change in the intensity was generally within the 

range of ->rA radian at this low frequency (see Fig* 8)« 

Similar observations were mads at frequency of 500 ops* 

Out of 22 different fibers on tare* different anisnals 12 

fibers showed a tendency to respond between 0 and 77/2 

(namely in the positive rising phase of the mierophonie 

response in eoala vestibuli of the basal turn)* three 

fibers between tf/2 and rr$  three fibers botweec 17* and 

3n/2 and the remaining fiVa fibers between 3u/2 and 0 

(very close to zero in three oases)* 

1 
! 

V 
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A few triala were mt.de tilth 2O00 ops* tones* Although 

there vras some tendency fop the impulses to start at a 

definite pha3© of the sound wave* the results were not very 

oloar because, at this frequency, one cycle of the Bound 

wave miK too short as oorcparod with the variability In 

latency of the spikes* In© experiment vfaa not tried at 

1*000 OP 8000 ops» 

6* Nerve Impulses atarting in different parts of the mm i —— • mum mmtmtmmmm • wi w • * »• w—•—•• • i nwi    ••••wii — www wi — • Ml m i r  — •  mmmmt 

coehlaa»    In this series of experiments the sound stimuli 

were a train of tone pipe the frequency of which was 

changed gradually from approximately 5>Q0 to 9°0° ops*    Ttm 

pips wtire repeated at a rate of seven to 20 per sec* 

within a pip the amplitude of the modulated wave was increased 

and decreased by means of the electronic gate approximately 

exponentially*  the  timo-^onatant of the amplitucIe«lnoreaae 

being in most oases about 1$ msec* and that of the 

amplitude-decrease about 5 msec.    The intensity of the pips 

i 
wae in general 5>0 to 70 db above the human threshold in 

the rocm* 

M 1*j> MM j     l» 
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In Fig* 10 are presented responses of four different 

nerve fibers in the modiolus obtained from one and the 

same anicuJ. under oonstant experimental conditions* In 

many fibei a responses to sound stimuli were found to appear 

in a limited range of frequency « limited only on the high* 

frequency eide in the range employed* Prom this one animal 

responses from 30 different fibers were recorded* Among 

those 30 fibers* 12 fibers responded to all frequencies 

between 500 and 8000 ops** nine fibers showed an upper 

limiting frequency between I4.OOO and 7000 cps»* seven 

fibers between 3000 and 1000 ope* and the remaining two 

fibers had their limiting frequencies between 500 and 1000 

ops* At this intensity of stimulating sound no fiber was 

encountered for which the response was limited on both the 

lower and the higher sidee* 

This type of experiment was done on more than 150 

different fibers from eight successfully operated animals 

with pips of different shapes and different repetition rates* 

*• 
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In all the animals except the one mentioned above more than 

50 per cent ef the fibers  examined were found to respond 

to any frequency between 5>30 and 3000 ops*    In one particu« 

lap animal*  ail of tho 26 fiber-o examined shov;ed unr^dsta^ble 

respond;as to ail  tho frequencies cr.pleyed* 

There is no doubt that tho baeal turn is the only placs 

in tho cochlea which responds to liich-f^equency tones 

(cf« 21) a    V/holQ~s.orve action potentials induced by a 

high-frequency tone pip ai»e modified stroncX-,*? by applica« 

tion of KOI or polarising: current even v/hon the action is 

United to tho basal  turn  (22)«.    V7e should therofope asceibo 

all tho responst.-s to bdch-fr&qaenoy sounds (above say 

7000 eps*)  to fibers arising in the basal turn, of the 

cochlea.    But those same fibers v/aro found to vospond also 

to low«*frequoncy tone pips (see fibers D in Fig* 1C)3 

Rocent experiments by B&lzo&j (3) a&d a series of 

experiments frora this Inetitut© (2Xj  22) have proxr&d bayond 
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any doubt that the apical part of the cochlea responds only 
; 
I I 
1 

to low-frequency tonos. In a preliminary experiment, it 

• 

vraS dononutratod that when tho train of tone pips (used 

in the experinient of Fig* 19} was applied to the cochlea* 
i 

only the tono pips of below 2300 ops generated niorophonlo 

I 
• 

responses in tho apical one-fifth of the cochlea*    Thus 
. 

it is clear that those fibers for which the responses are 
\ 

limited to the low-frequency range  (fiber A in Pig. 10) 
V 

oust arise in the apical part of the cochlea* It follows, 

I from the same type of argument, that those fibers having 

t 
their limiting frequencies in the middle-frequency range 

! 

(fibor B and C) originate from the nervo endings in the 
I 

middlo port of tho ooohloa* The limiting frequency of a 

f 
rnvre  fiber never changed during the course of an experi- 

ment* As we shall see later* it depends only slightly on 
i 

the intensity of the tones* 

7» Threshold Intensity as a function of frequency* 
i 

Pttr secondary neurons* Oslambos and Davis (9) were able 

•    i 
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to measure the threshold intensity as a function of frequency* 

The direct method used by those authors* however, did not 

seem to be applicable to the ncrvo fibora in tho odiolua. 

Because of tho hichly variable character of tho single-fiber 

responses* many testa are needed to determine ohe threshold 

for oven ono frequency! and it is difficult to keep a 

microolectrode in ono nervo fiber for a period longer than 

about 10 sec« 

One method tested in on attempt to measure threshold 

for a singlo-norve fiber at different frequencies was to 

uss a series of pips of f.laced frequenoy but slowly increasing 

intensity* and to determine the sound pressure when the 

first responsos occurred* It waa expected that a fiber 

would respond every time as soon as a certain threshold 

intensity had been reached* But actual trials ehowod that 
; 

this method is entirely inadequate because of tho g£»eat 

variability 5n the intensity at which fche first response 

appeared* 

• 

ir 
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A better method was, using the arrangements for the 

experiment of Fig. 10, to change the intensity level by 
I 
f 

steps and to examine the whole pattern of responses to 

pips of varying frequency* On a few favorable occasions 

it was possible to record responses from the saine fiber 

for a period longer than 10 sec* This period was long 

enough to record the responses to tone pips of about 10 

different frequencies at several different Intensity levels* 

because the time required for the automatically increasing 

i frequency to change from £00 to 9000 cps* was in general 
- 

r- 
I 

I 
only 0*$ to 0*7 see* 

This method showed that at low Intensities sons fibers 

respond to tones in a limited frequency range* limited 

on both the high and the low frequenoy sides* The upper 

frequency limit was not influenced appreciably by the sound 

intensity* but title lower limit depended strongly upon the 

Intensity level of the tones* 

The dotted curve shown in Fig* 11 was constructed* from 

» 

1 

> 
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tho action potential records of a single fiber. In which a 

microoleetrode stayed for nor© than 100 sec** by connecting 

the frequency 11- iits at different, sound levels* This 

curve roprosonts the boundary of tho "response-area" 

(BOO O&ianhos and Davis (9)) and expresses the relation- 

ship between tho frequency and intensity of pips which 

Just excited this particular nerve fiber. 

The cxtrenc steepnoss of tho curve on the iiiEh-frequoncy 

aide is cortalnly comparable to tho corpespending part 

of Oaloinboe and Davis*a curves for the secondary neuron* 

It indicates v/ithout doubt that at a 5!von spot in the 

cochlea the mechanical vibration of the coohloar partition 

becomes suddenly very small Tahxm  tho frequency is in- 

creased above a certain limit which is characteristic of 

the position in the cochlea* The presence of such a "cut- 

off frequency" at each place in.  tho cochlea has been. 

demonstrated by Belcesy (3) who observed tho mechanical 

displacement of the partition (on dead animals) snd alno 

,1,. ^m} '<• ••" &    1 •*": w 



by Taa&ki* Davis and Logouix (21) who measured the ooohlear 

microphonioa at different places in the cochlea* 

The • rudu&l change in tiires'.aold on the low froquonoy 

side of the curve in Pic* 11 if? very diffoment from the 

f 
corresponding part of the ourve obtained for the eochlear 

nucleus by Galanbos and Davis (9)«    The process of in- 

hibition* which lias been demonstratod by Cralambos (8) in 
f 

the coehloer nucleus, seems to be the main cause of the 

•. 

difference between the response•areas of the primary and 

the secondary neurons* The inhibition in question must 

$ 

occur in the cochloar nucleus because, as noted in Section 

3s we never detected any indication of inhibition by tones 

or pips of the spontaneous discharge in primary neurons of 

the auditory system* 

It should be pointed out in this connection that the 

slope of tho curve in Pig* 11 depends to some extent on 

the mofchod of presenting the sound stimuli to the animal* 

The dynamio wiorophono placed near the head of the animal 

I .,   f,^,,m.    ,1,1   ,-.,   i i ••ll'...Mt ' » « »"'*— y. ff. 
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measured tho sound pressure in the field to which bUo animal 

v;as expose*? > But^ tho actual pressure which drives tho 

oval window is modified by tho ros nance of tho buila and 

by the dynarnios of tho middle ear* Accumulation of a 3mal!i 

amount of fluid on tho inner aide of the tympanic membrane 

oan raise t]io threshold for low«frequenoy sounds more than 

20 db without affecting the threshold for high frequencies?© 

In. epite of these eomplicatlonsg however, it seems safe to 

conclude that the curve isolating frequency and threshold 

intensity for an auditory nerve fiber in tho nodloius 

consists of two parts, one a cradval fall in throahold 

with increasing frequency and tho other a sharp rise in 

throahold for frequencies above a certain frequency# The 

f^aquency at which the threshold shows a rough minimum is 

a function of the position of the ner^ro  endings in tho 

ootthlea© 

According to the results of measurements of the 

amplitude of the r.rLcrophcnio responses as a function of 

?»«• >«i"" it m I" 
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frequency at dlfferont places in tho cochlea (21), this 

position of tho minimum threshold for a Given frequency 

should be in tho region of tho ooohloa wlxore the vibration 

of the coohloar partition lags behind that near the round 

window by 0*5 to 1 cycle of tho sinusoidal wave* In a 

series of experiments similar to that of Fig* 2, it lias 

been shown that TIBRP  the frequency at which the micro* 

phonic response from an upper nart of the coo lloa lags 

bohind that from the round window by one full cycle 

(a-;r.ro3w"-lately 1 Ico« at tho third turn, as can be seon 

\      •       • 

in tiie fi; uro)  tlio amplitude of bho nicrophonic rosp -noe 

froc; tiie upper part begins to fall off ra:»ldly with in- 

I 

creasing froquency* 

In the experiment of Fig* 2 the sound pressure was 

decreased gradually with increasing frequency in order to 

Izeen tho basal turn microphonio at a eonstant level* If, 

on tho contrary, the sound pressure outside the animal is 
i 

held constant at different freq> enoies* as it was approximately 
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In all other experiments described In this paper, the 

mierophonic responses for high-frequency tones s ouid 

be slightly aceontuntcd on tho high-frequency side. In 

other1 words, under tho conditions of the pres nt e:oerl- 

inents tho ralcronhonie response at a given spot in the 

cochlea incrcaoos gradually v;ith Increasing frequency, 

reaches a rough -axinum, and finally, at tho cut-off 

frequency, begins bo fall off rapidly as the frequency is 

increased f urt ier. 

The tlircshold-frcquency curve, therefore, reflects 

directly the also of the nieroohonic response at each 

frequency. This conclusion givea a strong support to tho 

view that the mierophonic responses are tho direct stimu- 

lating agent for the auditory norve endings (".'ever (23)& 

Davis, Tasoid. and Goldstein (7))« Considering the results 

of Bekosy*s direct observation on the displacement of th© 

cochlear partition (3)# it-night be inferred further that 

in the basal turn low-frequency tones cause vary small 

% 
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displacements* far smaller than in tho upper turns* but 

the excitatory effect of this snail displacement upon 

tho hair colls and the nerve cud.' n<j3 is only olichtly 

smaller than ite effect in the upper part of the oochlea» 

$• Hifth and low fciyeahold fiborge During the course 

of experiments with tone pips of chan;;Inij froqxionoy* it 

was sometimes noticed that some fibers respond to a pip 

with a very small number of afforont inpulsos wliilo in 

many other* fibers tho same pip elicits a lore© numbor of 

spi^oe* An oxaiiplo of such results is presented in 

Pig* 12 • All these rooords wore taken frori one and the 

oane animal under constant experimental conditions* 

In this particular animal all of the 26 different 

auditory norve fibers examined responded to all the fre- 

quencies bot/oen 5>00 and 9000 ops* at the sound level of 

80 to 105 db above 0.0002 microbar. Tlie recording micro- 

electrode was apparently always pushed into tho bmdl© of 

nervo fibors arising in the basal turn* Among 26 flbors0 

* • 1  _nHH "•• * "'—*"•**• 
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ei;-ht fibers responded with ar* average number of 0*3 to 2.0 

impulses to a plp» ono fiber with 3»£ impulses per pip and 

the remaining 17 f I bora responded with ij.,0 to 6#2 impulses 

per plp« This result 3ue..©0ts that fibers from the basal 

turn consist of two typoe* one with high threshold and 

the other with low threshold.:, The difference in excitability 

asiong these fibers are not due to the variation in the 

condition of the fiber because the average aurabsr of ira- 

nuisos in response to a pip did not change as lone as a 

microeloctrode stayed in tho sane fibor* Fibers with 

different excitability were encountered during the course 

of an axporiment in random o^der* This excludes the posai« 

bill by that the difference In oxcitability was due to & 

prO£dp©3aive change in tho condition of the animal* 

A -»ery reasonable explanation for this difference in 

response, sw jested by D:«.«* Hallowell Davis, is as follows! 

The low threshold fibers may be those arising from tho 

external hair cells and she ..lr;h threshold fibers those 

.- ;;*/ 
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innorvatinc tho Internal hair colls* It Is !cnown (see 

avis ot al» (ij.) ) that exposure of the •guinea pic oar to 

a sound of an appropriate hi^h intensity destroys only tlae 

external rair-cells., leaving the internal ha'.r colls almost 

lnt..ct» it therefore eeoma that the oxternal hair ©oils 

ore oxposed to a creator vibratory notion than tho intornal. 

hair cells to tliose for the external hair colls is not 

Icnovm at present* 

For tho fibers arising In the uonor r>arts of the 

cochlea tlie distinction between the high and low threshold 

fibers ,7&3 not very clear duo to tho difficulty in 

selecting a proper sound lovol to demonstrate the difference 

in excitability by counting the number of inpulsea* \'n* 

less tho sound intensity is adjusted to tho twoaliold for 

the fibers with lower excitability* it is difficult to 

demonstrate tho difference clearly* And for the fibers 

coming from the tipper part of the cochlea the cut-off 

frequency greatly li.-iited the nunber of observations * 

EJ 
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It is ray impression, however* that & great difference In 

excitability exists also amahs  *no nerve fil or arising in 

the upper ports of the ooohlea* 

The number of impulses induced by a tone pip increased 

with increasing intensity of sound, but this dependence 

was less marked at higher intensities* The number of 

impulses increased approx mately logarithmically as the 

3ound pressure* This logarithmic law, which Adrian 

described in 1923 (2) has, however, only a statistical 

meaning In the auditory system* Almost all the afferent 

fibers show a tendency to discharge Impulses spontaneously 

in absence of any sound wave, indicating that the process 

underlying initiation of impulses at the nerve ondings la 

fluctuating spontaneously without any external stimulus*. 

Apparently duo to this spontaneous variation in excitability 

at the norvo endings, discharge of impulses by a train of 

tons pips of a constant intensity and a constant frequency 

fluctuates from time to fcimo In an unpredictable manner^ 

(Sec the lower record in Pig* 13, r.) 

i 
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Figure lif gives an example of this statistical locarith- 

mic law of discharge in relation to tho sound intensity. 

In this type of experiment the intensity of the tone pips 

(either £00 or £000 ops) was changed at a speed far slower 

than the rate of rise and fall of intensity in each pip* 

The thick line in the figure was drawn in accordance *rtth 

the formula 

1 " D t*A> loge(l/l0>» 

where N signif5.es the number of impulses induced by a pip 

of the duration D and intensity j[f and k and I0 are the 

constants to be chosen to fit the curve•    This rest>lt 

8u;.x.,ests* on the basis of the ergw.ssnta stated elsewhere 

(Tasald.  (17) I Sato (l6))»  that tho froquenoy of impulses 

initiated at the endings is detrained the relative ln«- 

tensity l/Ip of tho stimulus and by fcho recovery from the 

refractoriness at the int'al part of the afferent fiber* 

Then the recovery of excitability (reciprocal of threshold) 

U 
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should be given roughly by the function 0k/t (t is  tin© and 

e  the base of natural logari thins) •     The  value  of k was 

between $ and 6 msea» 

At 5^0 ops, al»ofi   the observed relation between the 

number of impulses and  th?  intensity of sound seemed to 

obey the lo,c-.arithinio law- but the ro3ult \:-as  leas clear 

at this frequency than at £000 eps«    Due to technical 

difficulties ot&eg" properties of the fiber's used fcr thlis 

type of experiment  (a»f>  their origin In the cochlea and 

their sensitivity  to sound)  wore  not examined. 

9c Adaptation*    Since tho  tine of   Adrian's pioneer 

wo;:*!: (1923), it is wall known that* In many sensory nerve 

endings under the action of a constant scrsory stimulusp 

the frequency of inpulnes in an individual fiber decreases 

progressively v/lth time*     In individual auditory nerve 

fibers tills cradual decrease in the froquoncy of impulse 

was ror,u?_arly observed during the action of a sound stimulus 

of a constant frequency and intensi by*    It <?/aa rare impression 

— * 12"* f*   t—frrrr- 
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that process of Adaptation was more im&k&& at higher fre- 

quencies and at higher intons'tiea*    But no systematic 

investigation was made on these problems* 

10. After-discharge*    When a relatively strong tone 

pip was applied to the ear the discharge of impulses 

often continued for a short period (sometimes longer than 

30 msec*} after the end of the pip*    Figure 15 shows an 

example*    It is unlikely that this af ter-discharg© is 

due to stimulation by echos in the room (which might persist 

for a short timo after the end of    a pip)* because the 

sound level measured with a dyna-iic microphone placed near 

the head of the animal was*   toward the ond of tho after- 

discharge* more than 50 <*b below the intensity of the pip* 

Since tho nlcrophonic response recorded from the ooohlea 

never persists more  than 1 to 2 rnseo* after the end of the 

applied sound*   tho after-discharge is probnbly duo to a 

persisting activity at the nervo endings,    Tho irre^-ular 

nature of the after-discharge seems to exclude the possibility 

4& , , y*j    _t*>' "' m i " » ** *•   1 T*Z 
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that it might bo due to an inj-ary either at the region of 

the nerve endin^o OP at the recording microeloebrode* 

DISCUSSION 

Many of the implications) of the results obtained by 

recording single-fiber responses from the coehlear nerve 

have been pointed out in the preceding sections* However# 

the finding that the auditory nerve fibers arising in the 

basal turn respond to rounds of any audible frequency 

deserves further comment* 

In previous paper« (Tasaki and Pernandess (22), Pig» ij.j 

Tasalci* Davis and Legouix (2!)* Pig* l{.) it has been shown 

that a snail amount of *<C1 solution introduced into the 

apex of the Guinea pig cochlea eliminates the microphonio 

rosponsca (to a low»frequency pip) ZTGU  the apical region 

vrithout appreciably affooting the size of the whole~nerve 

, 

action potentials* A slaiiXar treatment of the basal turn 

with ^Cl eliminated the m^or portion of the nerve responses* 

ft 



Apparently the impulses traveling along the fibers from the 

upper part of the cochlea constitute only a snail part of 

the whole*nerve response* The impulses in those fibers are 

asynchronous (except at extremely low frequencies) because 

of the traveling wave pattern on the basilar membrane, 

and the number of such fibors is only a small fraction of 

the total auditory nerve fibers* Thus all the previous 

experiments in which miorophonic rosponses and action 

potentials wore recorded with electrodes placed near or 

In the basal turn of the cochlea must now be considered 

as giving information as to the function of the basal turn 

i 

only and not the upper part of the cochlea* 
i 
r 
l 

| The fact that the responses of the basal turn fibers 

appear at or slightly after the negative peak of the whole- 

nerve response (Pigs* 5> and 6) supports the view (Davis., 

I 
Tasaki and Goldstein (7)) that the whole-nerve response 

is generated by the nerve impulses traveling in the 

modiolus« The distance from the spiral ganglion in the 

t 

i 
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basal turn to the internal a.ditory meatus Is some tiling 

like 2 ran*, and th© rot© of conduction in tliis part of 

tho avdltory norro fibor should bee  on tho basis of th© 

fibar»uiRnetors»  about 10 in/^aCa     The recording micro** 

olootrodoa were pushed into tho fibore at a point 

appro-xi mutely half way between the spiral ganglia and 

the internal auditory raoatus.    It has been shown previously 

(7)   that the potential in tho nodlolus  (recorded with a 

gross electrode)  shows a sharp negativity at or vory 

slightly after the negative peek of the ordinary whole- 

nerve responses 

The experimental results obtained with miercalectrodes 

shed ec'.-ne light on trie problem of the initiation of 

auditory nerve impulse** at tho nerve ending©^    At 290 ops* 

single fibor apikos appeared tCFrard tho end of the negative 

phsuse cf tho mlcrophonie wave*    Allowing appr-ojiijsataiy 

1 piaea,  for the conduction from fctaa on&rngs to tho *»©©ojMing 

microeloctrod©  (cf*  Davis,,  Tesiaki and Golds to j.n  (7) )»  it is 

.     ,     ».     -     ••   mm * t i*'m' *—r~T—*• 
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found that the Impulses most have arisen at the endings 

slightly before the peak of the negative phase of the 

microphonio wave (recorded from seals vestibuli of the 

basal turn). In. other words* afferent impulses are ini- 

tiated in the period when the eleotrio eurrent (whioh 

generates the observed microphonio potential) is flowing 

through the hair cells from seals vestibuli to aoala 

tympani* (Note that in a continuous conducting medium 

a negative potential appears when there is a sink of current 

in the neighborhoods) Furthermore a direct current applied 

across the ecshlear partition flowing from so&la vestibuli 

toward scala tympani enhances the nerve rosponsea (22)* 

This gives strong additional experimental support to the 

view that the miorophonlos are the internal stimulus whioh 

excites th© afferent nerve endings electrically* 

The results obtained with £00 ops tones are complicated 

slightly by the fact that single*»fiber spikes from different 

fiber* appear in different phases of the cyolu of the 

"T* *r^~—-»»n|t » '•• ' i • i. ,H • i »' mt' m>—r- 
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mlorophonio response» But the reason for such variety in 

the phase at which single-fiber spikes appear ia clear* 

It; has been shown (21) that at 500 cps. the phase of the 

microphonic response recorded from the apical quarter 

(namely the third and fourth turns) of the guinea-pig 

eochlea. lags behind that of the rotiponse of the basal turn 

by noro than 7f radians* Since those mlcrophonio responses 

are tin? sicn of mechanical movement of the coohlear 

partition in response to the applied sound wave, and since 

thoy are directly connocted with the process of initiation 

of nerve impulses ot the nerve ondings (23» 7)e v/e should 

expect the impulses initiated in tho third or apical turn 

\    i to lag behind those of the baoal burn fibers by nore than 

Tf radians* The difference in conduction distance (from 

the er.dorgans to the site %& recording) among those nwvo 

fibers could also give rise to some difference in the time 

of arrival of those impulses at tho site of the micro-alec trode* 

but bocauae of the anatomical arrangement of the guinea pig 

. coohl?-*  tills difference must be small< 

i mtjt » am  ii»i      in ».i ii 
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At $00 cpfit  the basal half of the cochlea vibrates 

r 
i 

almost simultaneously so that the difference in phase of 

the motion ie less than ir/\ raaian (21) • Sinoe the number 

of sfforent fibers per unit length originating in difforent 

parts in the cochlea does not differ appreciably from turn 

to turn ("/ever (23)j for the human oar; Fernandez (un» 

published),, in the guinea pig ear)p the majority of the 

cochloar nerve fibers should respond in a definite phase 

of the basal*turn mlcrophonio* Actually, those syohronized 

nerve impuieos gave rise to well-defined whole-nerve action 

potentials (seo the examples in Fig, i\.)m    The majority of 

tha single-fibor spikes (recorded in the modiolus) tended 

: to appear the phase 0 (at which the whole-nerve response 

shows a sharp peak) or slightly later* It is thereforo 

v 

quite safe to conclude that those fibers whloh responded 

in the period between 0 and TT/2 in phase angle originate 

in the basal half of the oochlea* And again, allowing 

1 msec* for the conduction between the nerve endings in 

•m I  tS   » 
If 
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the baaal burn and the site of recording, it Is found 

that the nerve impulses ere initiated at the endings in 

the early half of the negative phase (seals vostlbuli 

negative to 3oala tympanl) of the nilorophonic wave*    This 

agrees with the eoncluulon drawn from the results for 

290 eps«, 

At 290 eps»„  the time required for th© Mechanical 

wave to travel along the eochlear partition towards the 

apex, is much shorter than at; £00 cps.    The phase difference 

of the reiorophonio v;nvse> is not more than Tf/Z between the 

two extreme ends of th© ooatxlear partition*    in other 

words, the entire oochlear partition is beating aliEosfc 

synciironouely at this low frequency,,    One should therefore 

expect all the single-fiber spikes to appear in the same 

relation to the microphonU wave*    Our observation showed 

that tlds Is actually the ca£@* 

Taking whole-norve responses aa their indo:tst  i'oaenblith 

and Roeensweig (15)  arrived at the conclusion that the 

J.MH)'4'"' •'»*—<""  '•"'••.» I  ' '»"*' ** • * 1.:...'? * a:—:—*-?--» 
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norvo impulses start at a definite phase of the microphonie 

i 
wave.. As has been pointed out above, their experiments 

deal only with the responses of the basal turn fibers and 

the microphonie responses in the basal turn* The presense 

of such relationship between these two types of responses 

is therefore in good agreement with our results* 

The ooohlea has lone been considered as a kind of wave 

analyzer which is eapablo of separating a compound sound. 

wave into its components. This notion is. however, only 

partly true* In the basal turn a mixture of high and low 

tones eausec a mechanical vibration as suoh» namely. 

without its being resolved into its components, and excites 

the nerve endings in the form of the applied mixed wave a 

Separation between the components occurs only as the 

mechanical wave (caused by the mixed tones) travels along 

the eochlear partition upwards and the higher frequency 

component deeays more rapidly than the lower one as they 

travel (21U The application of Fourier analysis to a 

•M- -Uf»' -3TT 
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complex sound wavs and interpretation of the total physio- 

logical effect as a sum of the effects of thope constituent 

pure tones is dangerous and in most eases erroneous* V7ave 

analysis is of course essential for any theoretical and 

practical treatments of dynamical problems in the aochlea* 

But» for consideration of tha process of initiation of nerve 

impulses (rhioh are all-or»none in nature)$  particularly in 

the basal, turn where any mixture of tones can act without 

being separated into its components* mathematical analysis 

of the eomplax wave into its physical components la undoubtedly 

worthless* 

Through the experimental results described in this 

paper the physiological bases fox» pitch poroeption in men 

has alr?o become clearer* Up to 2000 cpo« at least nerve 

impulses in individual auditory nerve fibars tend to appear 

at some Integral multiple of the period of the applied 

pur© tone* In the entire range of the audible sounds? the 

U- ii  imp i _ ^jifi 



pattern of distribution or excitatory process in the 

cochlea (as examined by observing its tendency to initiate 

nerve impulses) changes as a function of frequency: the 

lower tho frequency the groatsris fcho emphasis in the 

apical part of the coohlea. A pure tone exoites in General 

an "area," and not a "spot," in tho cochlea* A tone is in 

a sense a complex stimulus that causes responses in many 

different nerve fibers from different places in the cochlea* 

Stt.iT.IARY AND CONCLUSION 

1* A techniquo -as developed to record single-fiber 

responses from the coohloar nerve In the modiolus of th© 

guinea pig on acoustic stimulation* 

2* Spontaneous discharges of impulses were recorded 

from many non-auditory nerve fibers in the eighth nerve* 

3« Spontaneous discharges of impulses in individual 

auditory nerve fibers were never inhibited by acoustic 

> stimulation* This is one of the main differences between 
I 

- 

I 



tho prinary and the secondary neurons in th© auditory 

. 
system* 

If* In ?c3ponao to a strong 0000 cps. tone pip* single* 

fibs? upikea started at* or slightly afte:?* tho peak of 

tho whele»nerve responses These splkea ahowod a narfcod 

variation in latency* The najor portion i>f tho I^-reaponse 

of tho whole-nerve action potential is generated by the 

repetitive activity of tho primary neurona* 

5v The norvo fibers arising in tho basal burn of th© 

coahlof-, respond to tones of any audible frequency. The 

fibers arising in the upper part of tho cochlea respond 

only tc low»freo,usncy tones* Tho response area was mapped 

out for saveral single auditory fibers* 

6* The sis© of the mierophonic rospoiiae recorded 

with differential sXectroios from different parts in the 

coohlafi. represents the tendency of a tone to initiate 

ns2!ve isipulaea at that place end frequency* 

m   mm   -» 
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7» With 290 and 500 cps* tones the nerve impulses 

are initated oorly in the phase of £he nierophonio response^ 

during which the hair eolls are traversed by <Jieobrio 

current flowing from scala voatlbuli to &oala tyrnpant* 

Ibis strengthens the view that the rdcrophoiiic response 

are direct electrical at mull for initiating Inpulaaa at 

the nerve endings© 

8» Some of the banal turn fibers have higher tl>reeh.old 

than others*    It la suggested that the nerve endings on 

the internal hair eell« are less sensitive to sounds than 

those on the external hair calls. 

9« Folio-sing application of a short 3trong tone pip 

a brief after-discharge of impulses was often observed* 

5 
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LEGEBDS 

Figure 1« A mid-modiolar section of a guinea pig cochlea. 
The dotted lines show the position, the direction and the 
size o.f the hole for approaching the nerva fibers in the • 
modiolus. The bap at the corner subtends 1 mm. 

Figure 2. Relation between the intensity of sound (left 
column) and the microphonic responses recorded from the 
basal turn (middle) and from the third turn (right) of 
the cochlea* Three records at each frequency were photo- 
graphed simultaneously*  Compare relative amplitudes and 
the phase differences.  Calibration at the bottom indicates 
the sound pressure of approximately 5>7 db above 0,0002 
microbar at 1000 cps. (left) and 1/3 mV peak to peak 
(middle and right). 

Figure 3» Discharge of impulses in non-auditory nerve 
fibers in the Eighth nerve. A: A regular discharge 
recorded together with sound stimuli, B: An irregular 
discharge.  C:  A low-frequency irregular discharge with 
the start of the resting potential in the middle. D: 
Start of an injury discharge, E: An injury discharge. 
Fear different fibers from the cochlear nerve.  Time marker, 
10 msec, applied also to other records. The gradual rise 
of the base-line following the start of the resting potential 
in records C and D is due to condenser-coupling in the 
amplifiero 

Figure 1|.« Responses to strong £00 cps, tone pips recorded 
from three different fibers, in one cochlear nerve, Whole- 
nerve responses and microphonlcs are shown below. The 
largest single fiber spikes are of the order of 2 mV 
and the whole-nsrve spikes are about 0al raV. 

Figure 5« Microphonlcs (left), whole~nervo action potentials 
(middle) and single-fiber responses (right) induced by 
8000 cps tone pips repoated at 8 per sec. The amplitude 
of the microphorulc responses was approximately 0,1 mV 
(peak to peak), the whole-nerve responses about 0,25 mV 
and single-fiber spikes about 2,5 ratV. Time marker, 1 msec* 

Figure 6. Same as in Fig«- 5, but with longer pips. The 
j distortion of the base-line immediately before the first 

single-fiber spikes is dus to the whole-nerve responses 
picked up by the microelectrcdoo  Time, 1 msec* 

! " 

i 

Figure 7* Single-fiber spikes induced by 1000 cps pure tones. 
Sound intensity was approximately $$  db above normal human 
threshold*. The sinusoidal standing wave shows the sound 
stimulus recorded with a dynamic microphone. The figure 
on the oscillograph screen was photographed with a 
stationary film; exposure approximately 0*5 sec.-. 
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LEGENDS (Continued) 

Figure 8, Time-relation between the microphonic responses 
(records on the loft in et.ch column) and the single fiber 
responses (right)* Sound stimuli were slowly increasing 
290 cps. tones of approximate) y £0 db above the normal 
human threshold in the room. The deflection of the left 
oscillograph beam was upward when scala vestibuli became 
positive relative to scala tympani. The maximum amplitude 
of the observed microphonic response is approximately 
0.1 mV peak to peak. The two columns were taken from the 
same fiber. 

Figure 9» Same as in Fig. b0  but with 500 ops tones, The 
right and left sets of records were taken from different 
fibers in the same coohlear nerve. Sound intensity In the 
room was approximately I+.0 db above the human threshold. 

Figure 10. Responses in four different fibers in a ccchlear 
nerve to tone pips of between 600 and 8300 cps. Sound 
stimuli were recorded simultaneously by means of a micro- 
phone. The interval between the pips was approximately 
50 msec. The 3ound pressure for the pip at the resonance 
point near 1000 cps was approximately 9*1 db above 0,0002 
microbar* The microphone used was almost flat from £00 
up to 9000 cps. The spike-height of the largest single- 
fiber response was about 3 mV» 

Figure 11. Responses of a single auditory nerve fiber to 
tone pips of different frequencies and intensities. 
Stimuli were similar to those used in the experiments of 
Fig. 10, but tone pips for the uppermost records (0 db) 
were 10 db stronger than in the previous experiment. The 
dotted line shows the boundary of the response-area of this 
fiber. 

Figure 12. High-threshold (A «nd C) and low-threshold 
(B and D) responses in four different basal-turn fibers in 
the same cochlsar nerve under constant experimental con- 
ditions. Sound intensity for l\O0Q  cps pip was approximately 
105 db above 0.0002 microbar. Pips were repeated at 
approximately >0 msec, intervals. 

Figure 13. Effect of sound intensity upon the number of 
impulses* As Responses to £00 Cps tone pips; the strongest 
pips in the picture were approximately lOlj. db above 0.0002 
miorobar. B: Responses to 5000 ops tone pips; the strongest 
pips were approximately 106 db. A. and B were taken f:?om two 
different fibers in the same cochlear nerve. Time marker, 
10 msec. 
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LEGKKNDS   (Oontinuecl) 

Figure lh*    Halation between tho Intensity of a pip and the 
number of impulses elicited by the pip in a single auditory 
nerve fiber. Frequency, £00 cps« 'Che s.baelssa represents 
sound pressure in microbars (linear scale). The shape--of 
the pips is given* 

Figure lJ?o Aftor-discharge of Impulses following stimula- 
tion with a strong pip*  Time marker, 10 msec.  The In-: 
tensity of the pip in the middle of the figure (1100 cps) 
was approximately 94 db above 0*0002 microbar (maximum). 
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